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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a tag for theft
prevention. More specifically, the invention relates to a
tag for theft prevention which is used for preventing a
recording,medium from being taken away unjustly from
a shop. The tag for theft prevention is provided inside a
container case containing a recording medium such as
a compact disk (CD), a mini disk (MD), a digital video
disk (DVD) or a video tape, or provided on a protective
case covering a container case for preventing the con-
tainer case from being damaged. As a result, when a
container case or a protective case which is displayed
on displaying shelves, etc. in a retail shop and a rental
video shop, etc. passes between a transmitting antenna
and a receiving antenna to be taken away, the tag is
detected so as to prevent the recording medium from
being taken away unjustly.
[0002] In order to prevent theft of a recording medium
from a shop, a sheet-type tag, for example, is directly
stuck to a container case of a recording medium or a
sheet-type tag stuck to a transparent sheet is put in a
transparent bag together with a compact disk (CD) be-
ing an example of the recording medium. However, nei-
ther of the above-described cases is complete because
a tag is pealed off or a transparent sheet is drawn out.
The related art is further described with reference to a
CD as an example.
[0003] In order to overcome this problem, a sheet-
type tag is stuck to inside a protective case having a
locking mechanism and then a container case contain-
ing a CD is fixed inside the protective case to make it
impossible to have the sheet-type tag stuck to inside the
protective case pealed off and prevent the CD from be-
ing taken away unjustly. Further, the container case con-
taining the CD (goods) is handed to a purchaser after
the locking mechanism is released when the purchaser
takes the protective case containing the container case
to, for example, a cashier and pays the price.
[0004] The above-described container case (herein-
after referred to as a "CD case") consists of transparent
plastic so that titles of music and commentaries inside
the above-described container case can be read and the
protective case consists of transparent plastic so that
titles of music and commentaries inside the CD case can
be read through the protective case as well.
[0005] The above-described tag is provided with a
resonating circuit comprising a coil arranged in a whirl-
pool state and a capacitor arranged in the central portion
of the coil while connected to the coil and a cover made
of thin paper for hiding both inside and outside of the
coil and the capacitor and is structured so that it can be
stuck and fixed to inside the protective case by a sticking
portion provided on one of both sides of the above-de-
scribed cover made of paper.
[0006] When a sticker-type tag is stuck to inside a CD
case as described above, a specific portion of the CD
case corresponding to the portion to which the sticker-

type tag is stuck is covered and titles of music and com-
mentaries, etc. of the specific portion inside the CD case
cannot be seen, which causes an inconvenience disad-
vantageous to a shop such as a decline of purchasing
volition of some purchasers. Further, since the number
of windings of a coil must be multiple in order to secure
the detection sensitivity to a certain extent, the above-
described portion to be covered becomes inevitably
large and promotes the above-described inconvenience
and therefore there has been room to improve.
[0007] Further, an aluminum evaporated CD affects
the detection sensitivity of a sticker-type tag adversely
because the sticker-type tag stuck to inside a protection
case overlaps with the CD to the thickness direction,
which cases the decrease of the detection sensitivity of
the sticker-type tag as well. Incidentally, although it can
be considered to stick a sticker-type tag to inside the
protective case so that the sticker-type tag is placed on
the surface of the corner portion of a CD case, since the
sticker-type tag has relatively large size as described
above, the sticker-type tag cannot be contained in the
corner portion of the CD case and there inevitably is a
portion overlapping the CD, which has made it impossi-
ble to avoid the decrease of the detection sensitivity of
the above-described sticker-type tag.
[0008] In addition, since the above-described sticker-
type tag has directivity, it cannot be detected in some
cases depending on an angle in passing between the
transmission antenna and the receiving antenna, which
has left room to improve.
[0009] The present invention has been made in view
of the above described circumstances, and therefore,
an object of the invention is to provide a tag for theft
prevention which can decrease the portion covering in-
side of a container case as much as possible while being
able to be detected without being affected adversely by
recording media.
[0010] In order to solve the above-mentioned object,
the present invention provides a tag for theft prevention
comprising a detecting circuit which is positioned at the
circumference edge of at least one of both sides of a
container case in the thickness direction of the recording
medium to be able to detect electric waves and a reso-
nating circuit which is positioned in one specific side
crossing with one side of the above-described container
case and is closely positioned with the above-described
detecting circuit or is connected to the detecting circuit
in a theft preventing system which can detect whether
or not electric wave absorption occurs by the passage
of the above-described resonating circuit provided on
the above-described container case containing a re-
cording medium such as a CD or a protective case cov-
ering the container case between a gate with a built-in
transmission antenna and the other gate with a built-in
receiving antenna.
[0011] Therefore, since the resonating circuit, provid-
ed with the detecting circuit which is positioned in the
circumference edge of at least one of both sides of the
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above-described container case in the thickness direc-
tion of the recording medium and is capable of detecting
electric waves, not only can directly absorb electric
waves from the transmission antenna but also can indi-
rectly absorb detected electric waves from the transmis-
sion antennae detected by the detecting circuit, the di-
rectivity of the tag can be increased. Moreover, the fact
that the detecting circuit is positioned in the circumfer-
ence edge of one side of the container case not only can
make the portion that is covered with the tag nonexisting
or nearly nonexisting but also can make the tag not eas-
ily affected by the recording medium. Further, turning
attention to the fact that the distance for arranging the
detecting circuit can be secured at maximum even in the
container case, the detection sensitivity can certainly be
improved while the number of windings of a coil forming
the detecting circuit is kept small. In addition, since the
resonating circuit is positioned on the other side cross-
ing with one side of the container case, interference be-
tween tags is little and the situation in which electric
wave absorption cannot be attained due to extreme
change of the resonating frequency of the tags can be
certainly avoided even if a plurality of container cases
are piled up.
[0012] Since a coil and a capacitor can be embedded
in the above-described protective case when it is mold-
ed by forming the protective case of synthetic resin and
insert-molding the above-described detecting circuit
and resonating circuit in the protective case, it becomes
unnecessary for salesclerks to stick a sticker-type tag
to the protective case as conventionally done and the
work load of the salesclerks especially just before an
opening of the shop can be eased.
[0013] By using a chip capacitor as the above-de-
scribed capacitor, the capacitor can easily be embedded
in the container case without increasing the thickness
of the container case or the protective case and the area
of the container case for a recording medium covered
with the chip capacitor can be small.
[0014] The tag for theft prevention is characterized in
that the above-described protective case consists of
synthetic resin, the above-described detecting circuit
and resonating circuit comprises coils and capacitors,
respectively, formed by evaporating or printing metal on
the surface of a sheet member and the above-described
sheet member is stuck to the protective case.
[0015] That is to say, the tag for theft prevention can
be installed by simply sticking the sheet member to the
protective case. Moreover, since the tag for theft pre-
vention is a coil or a capacitor formed by evaporating or
printing metal on the thin sheet member, the possibility
that an internal containing space of the protective case
is made small by the tag for theft prevention is reduced
and the tag for theft prevention can be installed without
changing the size of the protective case.
[0016] The invention will be described below in detail
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a protective case and
a CD case according to the present invention;
Fig. 2A is a unfolded view showing a status in which
a detecting circuit and resonating circuit of the in-
vention are connected to each other, and Fig. 2B is
a unfolded view showing a status in which the de-
tecting circuit and resonating circuit of the invention
are closely arranged;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing another form
of a tag according to the present invention; and
Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing another form
of a tag of the invention.

[0017] A CD case 1 consisting of transparent synthet-
ic resin, which contains a compact disk (CD) to be dis-
played for example in a rental video shop, etc., and a
protective case 2 for covering the CD case 1 are shown
in Fig. 1. The CD case 1 is put in the protective case 2
not only for preventing the CD case 1 from being easily
damaged but also for preventing a tag provided on the
protective case 2 described below from being pealed off.
[0018] The above-described protective case 2 com-
prises: a rectangular bottom plate portion 2A contact-
supporting a backside 1A of the CD case 1; four rectan-
gle side plate portions 2B, 2C, 2D and 2E covering the
circumference surface of the CD case 1; a connecting
plate portion 2F connecting the respective end portions
of the pair of parallel side plate portions 2B and 2D in
order for the connecting plate portion 2F to contact with
a part of a open-close oscillating lid 1B forming the front
side of the CD case 1; and corner plate portions 2G and
2H provided in the corner portions between the above-
described side plate portions 2B and 2C and between
2C and 2D, and is integrally formed of transparent syn-
thetic resin.
[0019] Further, the above-described specific side
plate portion 2C is provided with a locking device 3
which is locked by inserting the CD case 1 in the pro-
tective case 2 and thereby prevents the CD case 1 from
being removed from the protective case 2. The CD case
1 is in this way displayed in the display shelves of a rent-
al video shop while fixed inside the protective case 2,
and after the price is paid at a cashier the locking device
3 is operated to be released and the CD case 1 (goods)
is handed to a purchaser. The above-described protec-
tive case 2 may comprise a case body which can contain
the CD case 1 and a lid body which can open and close
freely covering the opening portion of the case body but
concrete structures of the protective case 2 are not lim-
ited to these and are implemented with a locking mech-
anism which makes opening and closing of the above-
described lid body impossible. The locking mechanism
is also operated to be released and the CD case 1
(goods) is handed to a purchaser after the price is paid
at the cashier as described above.
[0020] The tag for theft prevention comprises: a de-
tecting circuit 4 for detecting electric waves, provided in
a circumference edge portion of the bottom plate 2A of
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the above-described protective case 2; and a resonating
circuit 5 for conducting absorption of electric waves, pro-
vided in the side plate portion 2E which is parallel with
the side plate portion 2C having the locking device 3.
For example, when the protective case 2 containing the
CD case 1 is tried to be taken away from the shop, it
necessarily passes between a pair of gates provided
around the entrance of the shop. The pair of gates which
is not shown comprises a gate with a built-in transmis-
sion antenna and a gate with a built-in receiving anten-
na. Therefore, when the protective case 2 containing the
CD case 1 passes between the pair of gates, electric
waves from the transmission antenna are absorbed by
the resonating circuit 5 and the resonating frequency re-
ceived by the receiving antenna coincides with set res-
onating frequency, and thereby a salesclerk, etc. is in-
formed that the protective case 2 containing a CD case
1 is being taken away to effect theft prevention. At this
time, the above-described detecting circuit 4 detects
that it cannot detect the passing of the protective case
2 depending on the angle of the protective case 2 pass-
ing between the gates and the resonating circuit 5 is
made to absorb the detected electric waves to thereby
increase the directivity and enlarge the area of detec-
tion. By providing the resonating circuit 5 on the specific
side plate portion 2E as described above, the possibility
of resonating circuits 5 interfering with each other can
be small and the extreme change of the resonating fre-
quency can be controlled, even if a plurality of protective
cases 2 piles up in the thickness direction.
[0021] Shown in Fig. 1 is a case in which the detection
circuit 4 and the resonating circuit 5 are insert-molded
in the protective case 2 when the above-described pro-
tective case 2 is molded, in which case there is an ad-
vantage that the work for installing the circuits in the pro-
tective case 2 can be unnecessary, but as shown in Fig.
3, the detecting circuit 4 and the resonating circuit 5 may
be fixed on a transparent synthetic resin film 7 by an
adhesive agent, etc. to stick the film 7, on which the de-
tecting circuit 4 and the resonating circuit 5 are fixed, to
inside the above-described protective case 2 or the
above-described CD case 1, or the detecting circuit 4
and the resonating circuit 5 may be insert-molded in the
CD case 1 when the CD case 1 is molded. In this case,
the open-close lid 1B of the CD case 1 is implemented
with a locking mechanism for making opening and clos-
ing of the above-described lid body impossible as de-
scribed above. As shown in Fig. 3, the above-described
film 7 may be the one without shape keeping character-
istics other than the one with shape keeping character-
istics.
[0022] To describe the above-described detecting cir-
cuit 4 and the resonating circuit 5 more in detail, as
shown in Fig. 2A, the detecting circuit 4 comprises a coil
4A forming a loop positioned outside a CD 6 and a ca-
pacitor 4B connected to the coil 4A, and the resonating
circuit 5 comprises a coil 5A wound multiple times (for
easy understanding, it is wound one time in the figure),

which is drawn as if it was on the same surface with the
above-described detecting circuit 4 for convenience of
viewing, and a capacitor 5B connected to the coil 5A,
and the detecting circuit 4 and the resonating circuit 5
are connected. Forming the above-described capaci-
tors 4B and 5B of chip capacitors makes it possible to
further reduce the size of the area covering the container
case and has an advantage that the thickness of the pro-
tective case 2 is not required to be larger than neces-
sary. The above-described detecting circuit 4 and reso-
nating circuit 5 may be arranged in a closely positioned
state with each other as shown in Fig. 2B without being
connected. Further, the number of windings of the
above-described coil 4A may be more than one other
than a single winding.
[0023] As shown in Fig. 4, the above-described de-
tecting circuit 4 and resonating circuit 5 may comprise
a coil 4A or 5A formed by evaporating or printing metal
on the surface of the above-described film 7 as a sheet
member ( for easy understanding, it is wound one time
in the figure) and a capacitor 4B or 5B, respectively, with
the above-described film 7 stuck to inside the protective
case 2. Other than providing the above-described film
7 with the coil 4A or 5A and the capacitor 4B or 5B by
directly evaporating or printing them on the surface of
the above-described film 7, a sheet with the coil 4A or
5A and the capacitor 4B or 5B on its surface may be
stuck to the film 7. The above-described film 7 compris-
es a rectangular flat plate portion 7A with the largest ar-
ea, support flat plate portions 7B and 7C each having
different sizes extending from two opposing sides
among four sides of the circumference of the flat plate
portion 7A to the directions 90 degrees different from
each of the two sides, and the above-described coil 4A
is arranged in the vicinity of the circumference edge of
the flat plate portion 7A , the above-described coil 5A
and capacitor 5B are arranged in the larger support flat
plate portion 7B and the capacitor 5B is arranged in the
smaller support flat plate portion 7C. In the figure, al-
though the capacitor 4B of the detecting circuit 4 and
the capacitor 5B of the resonating circuit 5 are arranged
in parallel, this arrangement does not affect the detec-
tion of electric waves at all because the portion absorb-
ing electric waves is the coil 4A or 5A. The number of
windings of the above-described coil 4A or 5A may be
more than one windings other than a single winding. The
above-described film 7 may consist of any materials
such as paper and glass other than plastics.
[0024] The present invention can be adapted to vari-
ous kinds of recording media such as a video tape, a
mini disk (MD), a digital video disk (DVD) other than a
CD.
[0025] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, detection in such angles that have been deemed
to be impossible to make detection becomes possible
and prevention of theft can be certainly conducted by
providing a detecting circuit for detecting electric waves
separately from a resonating circuit. Moreover, this not
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only can decrease the portion of a container case cov-
ered with the detecting circuit and the resonating circuit
as much as possible, but also can certainly avoid the
decrease of the detection sensitivity due to the covered
portion of a container without being affected adversely
by a recording medium. Further, the detection sensitivity
can be certainly improved while decreasing the number
of windings of a coil making up the detecting circuit by
placing the detection circuit at the circumference edge
of the container case. In addition, interference between
tags hardly occurs and the detection for theft prevention
can be certainly attained even if a plurality of tags are
piled up by providing the resonating circuit in the cross-
ing direction with the thickness direction of the container
case.
[0026] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, it becomes unnecessary to stick a sticker-
type tag to the protective case as conventionally done
and the work load for sticking a large number of sticker-
type tags to protective cases especially just before an
opening of the shop can be eliminated by insert-molding
the detecting circuit and the resonating circuit in the pro-
tective case, thus a tag for theft prevention can be pro-
vided which is highly advantageous for a shop.
[0027] According to a third aspect of the present in-
vention, the size of the area covering a container case
can be further reduced and there is an advantage that
the thickness of the protective case 2 is not required to
be larger than necessary by using a chip capacitor as a
capacitor.
[0028] According to a fourth aspect of the present in-
vention, a tag for theft prevention can be installed by
simply sticking a sheet member to a protective case.
Moreover, since the tag for theft prevention is a coil and
a capacitor formed by evaporating or printing metal on
a thin sheet member, the possibility that an internal con-
taining space of the protective case is made small by
the tag for theft prevention is reduced and the tag for
theft prevention can be installed without changing the
size of the protective case. Further, as in the second
aspect of the present invention, since the sheet member
not only can be mass-produced compared with insert-
molding, but also does not require precise accuracy at
the time of manufacturing, production costs can be low-
ered and the popularization of the tag for theft preven-
tion can be increased.
[0029] Thus, it is seen that a tag for theft prevention
is provided. One skilled in the art will appreciate that the
present invention can be practiced by other than the em-
bodiments which are presented for purpose of illustra-
tion, and not of limitation, and the present invention is
limited only by the claims which follow.

Claims

1. In a theft preventing system in which whether or not
electric wave absorption occurs can be detected by

the passage of a resonating circuit (5), which is pro-
vided on a container case (1) containing a recording
medium such as a CD or a protective case covering
the container case, between a gate with a built-in
transmission antenna and another gate with a built-
in receiving antenna,

a tag for theft prevention comprising:

a detecting circuit (4) which is positioned at a
circumference edge of at least one of both sides
of the container case in a thickness direction of
the recording medium, and is capable of detect-
ing electric waves; and
the resonating circuit which is positioned in one
specific side crossing with one side of the con-
tainer case and is closely positioned with or
connected to said detecting circuit.

2. A tag for theft prevention as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein the protective case consists of synthetic
resin and said detecting circuit and resonating cir-
cuit are insert-molded in the protective case at the
time of molding the protective case.

3. A tag for theft prevention as claimed in Claim 1 or
2, wherein said detecting circuit and said resonating
circuit comprise coils and capacitors, respectively,
and chip capacitors are used as the capacitors.

4. A tag for theft prevention as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein the protective case consists of synthetic
resin, said detecting circuit and resonating circuit
comprise coils and capacitors formed by evaporat-
ing or printing metal on the surface of a sheet mem-
ber, respectively, and the sheet member is stuck to
the protective case.

Patentansprüche

1. Diebstahlsicherungsetikett zur Verwendung in ei-
nem Diebstahlsicherungssystem, in dem erfaßt
werden kann, ob elektrische Wellen absorbiert wer-
den oder nicht, wenn ein Resonanzkreises (5), der
in einem Behältergehäuse (1) angeordnet ist, das
ein Aufzeichnungsmedium enthält, z.B. eine CD,
oder in einem Schutzgehäuse, das das Behälterge-
häuse abdeckt, zwischen einer Schleusenkompo-
nente mit einer eingebauten Sendeantenne und ei-
nem anderen Schleusenkomponente mit einer ein-
gebauten Empfangsantenne vorbeibewegt wird;

wobei das Diebstahlsicherungsetikett auf-
weist:

eine Detektionsschaltung (4), die an einem
Umfangsrand mindestens einer von zwei Sei-
ten des Behältergehäuses in einer Dickenrich-
tung des Aufzeichnungemediums angeordnet
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und in der Lage ist, elektrische Wellen zu erfas-
sen; und
den Resonanzkreis, der an einer spezifischen
Seite angeordnet ist, die die eine Seite des Be-
hältergehäuses kreuzt und unmittelbarer be-
nachbart zur Detektionsschaltung angeordnet
oder mit ihr verbunden ist.

2. Diebstahlsicherungsetikett nach Anspruch 1, wobei
das Schutzgehäuse aus Kunstharz besteht und die
Detektionsschaltung und der Resonanzkreis durch
Insert-Moulding während der Herstellung des
Schutzgehäuses im Schutzgehäuse integriert wer-
den.

3. Diebstahlsicherungsetikett nach Anspruch 1 oder
2, wobei die Detektionsschaltung und der Reso-
nanzkreis jeweils Spulen und Kondensatoren auf-
weisen, und wobei Chipkondensatoren als die Kon-
densatoren verwendet werden.

4. Diebstahlsicherungsetikett nach Anspruch 1, wobei
das Schutzgehäuse aus Kunstharz besteht, die De-
tektionsschaltung und der Resonanzkreis Spulen
und Kondensatoren aufweisen, die durch Aufdamp-
fen oder Drucken von Metall auf die Oberfläche ei-
nes lagenförmigen Elements gebildet werden, und
das lagenförmige Element am Schutzgehäuse fest-
geklebt wird.

Revendications

1. Dans un système de prévention du vol, dans lequel
on peut détecter la présence ou l'absence d'absorp-
tion d'ondes électriques lors du passage d'un circuit
à résonance magnétique (5) prévu sur un boîtier (1)
contenant un support d'enregistrement, par exem-
ple un CD ou un boîtier de protection recouvrant le
boîtier, entre une première porte dans laquelle une
antenne émettrice est incorporée et une deuxième
porte dans laquelle une antenne réceptrice est in-
corporée, étiquette destinée à la prévention du vol
comprenant:

un circuit de détection (4) positionné sur le bord
périphérique d'au moins un des deux côtés du
boîtier dans un sens de l'épaisseur du support
d'enregistrement et est apte à détecter des on-
des électriques; et
le circuit à résonance magnétique étant posi-
tionné sur un côté spécifique en contact avec
un côté du boîtier et étant étroitement position-
né par rapport audit circuit de détection ou relié
à celui-ci.

2. Etiquette destinée à la prévention du vol selon la
revendication 1, dans laquelle le boîtier de protec-

tion est constitué de résine synthétique, ledit circuit
de détection et ledit circuit à résonance magnétique
étant moulés par insertion dans le boîtier de protec-
tion lors du moulage du boîtier de protection.

3. Etiquette destinée à la prévention du vol selon la
revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle ledit circuit de
détection et ledit circuit à résonance magnétique
comprennent respectivement des bobines et des
condensateurs, des condensateurs à puce étant
utilisés comme condensateurs.

4. Etiquette destinée à la prévention du vol selon la
revendication 1, dans laquelle le boîtier de protec-
tion est constitué de résine synthétique, ledit circuit
de détection et ledit circuit à résonance magnétique
comprenant respectivement des bobines et des
condensateurs formés en déposant par vaporisa-
tion ou en imprimant du métal sur la surface d'un
élément en feuille, l'élément en feuille étant collé
sur le boîtier de protection.
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